Cleveland Golf PRODUCT MANUAL

RTX F-FORGED II WEDGE

Play a more forgiving wedge

Without giving up
a beautiful design
and forged feel

Key Benefits of F-Forged II
1

Increase your accuracy

So you have more confidence
on your approach shots
2

Improve your bunker play

So bunker shots can become
your specialty
3

Generate more spin

So you can get closer to the hole
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If you use F-Forged II

You can be more confident on your approach shots
Feel Balancing Technology and the F-Forged II V-Sole
will reduce your misses around the green and give you exceptional consistency.
to previous
Get Closer to the pin compared
and competitor models

NEW
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30 yard chip shot using 52 degree lofted wedges
Measurements acquired by Cleveland Golf using Cleveland Golf-owned equipment
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If you use F-Forged II

You can be more confident on your approach shots

HEAD DESIGNN

Head shape maximizes forgiveness
The higher effective bounce from the wider sole
prevents the wedge from digging in both turf and sand.
A semi-offset design with square leading edge
helps you address the ball square with added forgiveness.

Straight
leading edge

Semi-offset
for easier contact

Added forgiveness
while maintaining a clean, beautiful look.

Designed to be easier to aim as well as
promote the hands leading through impact
for proper technique.
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High-bounce design
you can clearly feel through impact.

If you use F-Forged II
FEEL BALANCCING
TECHNOLOGY

You can be more confident on your approach shots

The CG is closer to the center of the wedge face which helps produce tighter shot dispersion
Feel Balancing Technology increases shot accuracy and
improves distance control and feel across the face.
Traditional wedges have a CG location closer to the heel,
making toe-impacts extremely inconsistent.

NEW

RTX F-FORGED II

By moving the CG closer to the face center,
we’ ve improved both shot consistency
and the feel at impact.
Thinner heel side optimally
distributes weight toward the toe

Hosel cavity removes
3g of weight from hosel

The CG is moved approximately 1.3mm toward the face center
compared to previous model
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If you use F-Forged II

You can be more confident on your approach shots

F-FORGED II NEW
W V S OL E

Wide V Sole exclusively for F-FORGED II glides through the turf with less speed loss for more consistent distance control
Wide V Sole exclusively for F-FORGED II
The wider sole prevents digging at and after impact.
In addition, the V sole helps maintain club head speed through impact
to tighten shot dispersion and give you maximum control.
Heel and Toe are rounded
for added versatility and smooth turf
interaction on a variety of shot types

Smooth lift through a wide variety of turf conditions

NEW RTX F-FORGED II
Competitors

Swing’s lowest point: Same as competitors
Head speed: Approx. 17% faster
after exiting the turf

Sole width is slightly narrower
in the heel to reduce turf contact

Prevents digging
at impact
Maintains speed
through the turf

Extensive testing done on turf interaction of approach shots
Measurements acquired by Cleveland Golf using Cleveland Golf-owned equipment

V sole shape helps maintain club head speed
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If you use F-Forged II

Bunker shots can become your specialty

F-FORGED II NEW
W V S OL E

Wide V Sole exclusively for F-FORGED II prevents excess digging into the sand so you can easily get out of the bunker
Wider sole prevents excess digging into the sand.
In addition, the V sole helps maintain club head speed
through impact making it easier to get out of the bunker.

Wide sole prevents excess
digging into the sand

Easiest bunker performance
of the 3 models below.

Easy to get out of bunker with soft sand

V sole shape helps maintain head speed

80%+ successful bunker shots

RTX F-FORGED II
Competitors
NEW

80%

Prevents excess
digging at impact

Rate of getting out of the bunker

Maintains head speed
through the sand

NEW

RTX F-FORGED II Previous model

Competitor A

Tested the angle of club entering the sand and the time it took for the head
to exit the sand during a bunker shot.

Player test from bunker (Loft: 58°). n = 6

Measurements acquired by Cleveland Golf using Cleveland Golf-owned equipment

Measurements acquired by Cleveland Golf using Cleveland Golf-owned equipment
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If you use F-Forged II

The ball gets closer to the hole!
RTX Face Technology maximizes spin consistency from various lies.
“Tour Zip Grooves” and “Rotex micro milling” combine to maximize spin
with added consistency from the fairway and rough.

Most spin compared to
both previous model and competitors

More

More

More

Spin

Spin

Spin

NEW

Wet

RTX F-FORGED II

Less

Less

Less

Dry

Dry

Wet

Previous model

Spin comparison between dry and wet conditions (Loft: 52°)
Measurements acquired by Cleveland Golf using Cleveland Golf-owned equipment
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Dry

Wet

Competitor A

If you use F-Forged II

The ball gets closer to the hole!

TOUR ZIP GROOOVES

RTX Face Technology maximizes spin consistency from various lies.
A deeper, narrower groove maximizes spin consistency
and control from the fairway and rough.
Compared to the previous model, the ball contacts more grooves
enabling more consistent spin from various lies.

NEW

RTX F-FORGED II

NEW

Previous model

RTX F-FORGED II

Difference

Previous model

Groove depth

0.4mm

+0.04mm

0.36mm

Groove width

0.72mm

-0.14mm

0.86mm

Pitch

3.07mm

-0.49mm

3.56mm

Groove angle

17.5°

±0

17.5°
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If you use F-Forged II
LOFT-SPECIFIC
ROTEX MICRO-MILLING PATT TERN

The ball gets closer to the hole!
RTX Face Technology maximizes spin consistency from various lies.
The combination of 2-pass micro milling and laser milling fine-tunes the roughness
for maximum friction and spin around the greens.

Maximizes spin on all shots
from full shots through chip shots*
*Comparison to our previous model

Laser Milling
– Engraves lines between
the grooves for added friction

2-pass micro milling
– Precisely roughens the face
surface to the conforming limit.

Circular pattern
that is straighter
near the leading edge.
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RTX F-FORGED II LINE-UP
1

N.S.PRO 950GH Steel shaft

Flex

JPY 18,000 plus tax

2

Kick point Weight

1

S

Mid

2

WEDGE

Mid

96
56

Torque

Tip

Butt

2.0
3.8

9.2
9.2

15.5
15.1

*The indicated weight is at the time of installation

Miyazaki WG-60 II Graphite shaft

JPY 20,000 plus tax

Tour Action Feel Grip
(with Cleveland logo) <50g/ 60 diameter>

SPECIFICATION
Head material

Ultra-soft S20C

Head structure

Forged + Milled Face + Laser Milling Finishing Process

Head finish

Satin + Mirror + Shot finish

Loft angle (°)
Bounce angle (°)
Lie angle (°)
Face progression
Club length (inches)
Swing weight
Club weight

48
10
64
3.3
35.5

2

2

52
12
64
3.3

438
406

•Made in Japan •Indicated in actual loft angle.
*Club weights are subject to change.
*Spin performance is emphasized and the ball may be scratched.
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56
14
64
3.6

35.25
D2
D0

1

1

50
12
64
3.3

441
409

D3
D1
446
413

58
12
64
3.8
35

60
12
64
3.8
D4
D2
449
416

